1)

It’s forbidden to introduce in the swimming pool:
- deckchairs, beds, bottles and other glass objects
- still and video cameras, without preventive authorization
- dogs or other animals
- and any other object not tightly related to bathing/swimming.
2) Persons under effect of alcohol and drugs will be denied to enter. Improper behaviour may
cause expulsion.
3) It’s forbidden to:
- walk barefoot in locker rooms
- leave objects and clothes in cabins
- use light sockets
and it’s mandatory to step into the basin for feet disinfection and showering before entering
the pool area.
4) It’s forbidden to wear shoes in pools area, wear sun/prescription glasses while
bathing/swimming, and clothes other than bathing suits.
5) It’s forbidden to eat, drink and smoke in pools area and in locker rooms.
It’s forbidden to smoke, spit, urinate and chew gums while bathing/swimming.
Please throw garbage in the appropriate waste bins.
6) It’s forbidden to dive from pool rim and to run in pool area.
Inexperienced swimmers should stay in the shallower part of the pool.
7) During public opening it’s forbidden to:
- practice apnea
- play ball
- use class masks, flippers, oxygen tanks and other training aids.
8) Avoid screaming and behaviour that can bother other patrons.
9) Persons suffering from contagious diseases (fungi, warts, etc.) are forbidden to enter without
medical declaration proving absence of harmfulness.
10) Babies up to 3 years old must wear disposable or reusable swim nappies.
11) Boys/girls under 12 years old must be accompanied by person of age, who takes the
responsibility.
12) In case of thunderstorm immediately leave pools (outdoor pools). In the event of rough water
conditions it will be up to the assistants to take the decisions they deem fit.
13) All users must enter locker rooms at least 15 minutes, and pools at least 5 minutes before
scheduled time beginning of activity, and must leave within 30 minutes after scheduled closing
time. The sun beds must be vacated at closing time.
14) Swim cap must be worn during any water activity (indoor pools) and it’s forbidden to use
soap and other detergents in pools area.
15) Public swimmers must not occupy lanes reserved to athletes and courses. Please swim
following lanes direction to avoid bothering other swimmers; for a better use choose lane
depending on swimming skills: central lanes for expert swimmers, side lanes for unexperienced.
16) Any damage to persons or objects will be charged to patrons.
17) Lockers and safe-deposit boxes are available therefore COOPERNUOTO declines any
responsibility concerning lost, stolen or damaged personal belongings. Eighter in the premises
of the swimming-pool building or in its outside garden.
18) Lifeguards have the duty of enforcing the above rules.
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